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Abstract—Gateway redundancy can ensure the network
availability and reliability in providing a service. One way is to
make a backup system on the gateway. This backup system can
be applied to the router so that if a failure occurs on the master
router its task and function can be transferred to the slave
router. The transition process from master router to slave
router is known as failover. Common Address Redundancy
Protocol (CARP) is one of the redundancy gateway protocols and
provides a failover mechanism on the router. Therefore, this
study will analyse the CARP protocol implementation in
ensuring the network services availability by measuring
parameters of throughput, delay, retransmission, and downtime.
The results showed that CARP implementation on the network
produced the throughput, delay, and retransmission values of
61.7 Mbps, 0.14 ms, and 1.11% when without the link
termination and 18 Mbps, 0.53 ms, and 1.58% when with link
termination, while the downtime value is 2.91 seconds. The QoS
test results show good quality based on ITU-T.
Keywords — CARP, redundancy, gateway, failover.

I. INTRODUCTION
The survey conducted by the Indonesian Internet Service
Providers Association (APJII) in 2016 resulted in as many as
132.7 million Indonesians has already been connected to the
internet. This shows that there has been an increase of 51.8%
internet users compared to 2014 with a total of 88.1 million
[1]. The increase in the number of internet users in Indonesia
has led to increased demand for service quality improvement.
Internet networks availability and reliability levels are very
important in accelerating data communication [2].
To ensure a high availability and high reliability network
can be done by building a backup system on network
components so as to minimize the failure occurrence at one
point (Single Point of Failure). The addition of a backup
system is known as redundancy [3].
One of redundancy technologies important
to be
implemented is the gateway redundancy. At the gateway
redundancy the main concern lies in the router device. Failure
of one connection point on the router will result in a network
connection disconnection. Therefore, it is very necessary to
add a backup router as a redundancy device to maintain the
connections availability on the gateway network [4].
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Connection availability occurs because of an automatic
transition process, called as failover, between router devices
thereby minimizing network connection failures.
One of the redundancy systems on the gateway network
that can be used is the Common Address Redundancy
Protocol (CARP). CARP was selected because it can
guarantee the network services availability by building a
backup system and providing a failover mechanism in the
network. The failover mechanism in CARP is shorter than
VRRP, which is an average of 5 seconds, while VRRP
averages is of 7 seconds. CARP implementation is able to
pass a maximum throughput of 6 Mbps when a failover occurs
with an average packet loss of 5% to 6% [5].
In addition, the CARP implementation to increase network
reliability had also been successfully administered in 2016.
Research results show that master router failover process to
backup router requires ± 3.9 seconds [6].
Based on the description above, then in this paper a
redundancy network using CARP is implemented so that it
can increase network availability. This paper does not only
analyse the CARP mechanism and its failover process as in
previous studies, [5], [6], but also analyses CARP's
performance which includes throughput, delay, retransmission,
and downtime based on ITU-T standards.
II. REDUNDANCY GATEWAY
A. Network Redundancy
Network Redundancy is a way to increase availability,
network performance, and minimize single point of failure by
duplicating utilized network components. Redundancy also
means adding duplicate links or network devices to minimize
downtime. These components can be routers, switches,
connectivity between devices, Channel Service Unit (CSU),
power supply, WAN trunk channels, internet connections, and
others. Failure at one connection point on the router will result
in network connection disconnection.
There are several redundancy technologies that can be
applied to networks, one of which is the gateway redundancy
or First Hop Redundancy Protocol (FHRP) [7]. Gateway
redundancy consists of Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP),
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP), Gateway Load
Balancing Protocol (GLBP), and Common Address
Redundancy Protocol (CARP).
B. Common Address Redundancy Protocol (CARP)
CARP is a protocol that allows several identical network
segments to share the same IP Address. The CARP protocol
can be used on IPv4 and IPv6, and uses the HMAC SHA-1
scheme to check the advertisement integrity and authenticity
[8]. This is what protects data in CARP packages because it
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uses symmetric encryption so that the cluster information
confidentiality such as virtual IP address is maintained [9].
In CARP, each node has three parameters to make it work.
The first two are advertisement base (advbase) and
advertisement skew (advskew). Both affect the time interval
the transmitted advertisement [10]. Advskew variable is used
to select a master in a redundancy group with the provision
that the lower the value of advskew, the higher the priority to
become a master. The default value for Advskew is 0 (the
range of values that can be used is 0-254). The advbase
variable determines how often to initiate itself in seconds to
redundancy members. The default value for advbase is 1
second (value range that can be used is 1-255). This variable
is used to calculate time duration in seconds when the CARP
advertisement is transmitted. This variable determines priority
to be a master. The third parameter is the password used to
prove / validate the advertisement [9]. CARP used the same IP
multicast as VRRP with IP addresses 224.0.0.18 and L2
multicast addresses 01: 00: 5e: 00: 00: 12 to communicate
between nodes through advertisement delivery [11].
C. Quality of Service (QoS)
Quality of Service (QoS) is a network ability to provide
better services to certain data traffic on various technology
platforms types. QoS is not directly obtained from the existing
infrastructure, but is obtained by implementing it on the
pertinent network [12]. QoS is designed to help users to be
more productive by ensuring that users get reliable
performance from network-based applications [13]. QoS
parameters are throughput, delay, retransmission, and
downtime.
Throughput is the actual ability of a network in transmitting
data. Usually throughput is always associated with bandwidth
because throughput can also be called as bandwidth in actual
conditions. Bandwidth is more permanent, while throughput is
dynamic depending on ongoing traffic [14].
Delay is the delay time for all packets successfully sent
from a source node to a destination node [15]. Time delay
affects service quality (QoS) because it causes a packet to
reach its destination in longer time. The service quality
classification based on ITU-T G.114 consists of three
categories, i.e. "good" for 0-150 ms, "sufficient" for 150-400
ms, and "bad" for> 400 ms.
Retransmission is sending back a damaged or missing
package. Retransmission is one of the basic mechanisms used
by protocols operating through packet switched computer
networks to provide reliable communications such as the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
Downtime is the period of time when the system cannot be
used to carry out its functions as expected. Downtime greatly
affects the device availability value [16]. The long downtime
amount on the network greatly affects performance and losses
in terms of cost.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this paper a network protocol was proposed, it can do
redundancy to routers on the gateway network so that it can
increase network reliability.
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A. System Designing
At this stage the topology used in the research was
designed, i.e. the gateway network topology. The topology is
shown in Fig. 1 and a list of device IP addresses is presented
in Table I.

Fig. 1 CARP network topology.
TABLE I
LIST OF CARP NETWORK TOPOLOGY IP ADDRESS

Device

Interface
Eth0

Router
Master

Slave
Router
Client
PC

Eth4
UcarpVIP
Eth1
Eth2
UcarpVIP
LANEther-net

IP Address
(subnet / 24)
10.2.14.129

Gateway
10.2.14.1

192.168.100.1
192.168,100,254
10.0.2.2/24

10.0.2.1

192.168.100.2
192.168,100,254
192.168.100.3

192.168,100,254

CARP network topology consisted of two routers, i.e.
master and slave routers, and 1 PC as a client. The master
router was connected to ISP 1, while the slave router was
connected to ISP 2. The bandwidth to ISP 1 was greater than
to ISP 2. In normal network conditions, incoming and
outgoing network data flows through the master router and
ISP 1, while the slave router is used as a backup if there is a
failure on the path or the master router device. The virtual IP
address used by CARP (UCARP) was 192.168,100.254.
B. Installation and Configuration
At this stage the installation and configuration of the two
PC routers were carried out as in Fig. 2. Both routers used the
Debian Linux operating system to support CARP
implementation. Then the IP address configuration, UCARP
(CARP protocol application in Linux OS), and NAT were
administered.
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files from the internet was done. The format and size of
downloaded files were PDF (100.5MB), MKV (215.9MB),
and ISO (595MB).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 Network installation and configuration flowchart.

C. Testing Scenario
System testing aimed to ensure the system was running
well. Furthermore, an analysis of the data obtained from
several test scenarios was administered to obtain information
that could be evaluated to suit the objectives to be achieved.
CARP protocol test consisted of two test scenarios, namely:
1. CARP activity test, and
2. qoS parameter test.
CARP activity test was administered when the network was
in normal condition, to ensure that CARP had ran well on the
gateway network. CARP activity could be seen in router log
that stored all activity records from the router.
QoS parameter test was intended to see network
performance after CARP was applied in gateway. Therefore,
QoS parameter measurements were performed when the
CARP network was running normally or without link
termination and when a link was terminated from the client to
the master router. The QoS parameters to be measured were
throughput, delay, retransmission, as well as downtime, and
measurements used the Wireshark application. Wireshark
recorded data packages on the client side when downloading

A. CARP Activity Test Results
CARP protocol activities recorded in the log router could
be filtered using fgrep ucarp /var/log/syslog command. The
log shows that UCARP provided information about MAC
addresses as a form of advertise into the local network. When
the CARP protocol first worked, the router status was still a
backup, and it became the master router when there was a
status change from backup to master status. This change
automatically occurred due to the router's initial configuration
as a master router, by giving an advskew and advbase value
lower than the slave router, so it had a priority to become a
master.
To ensure that the CARP protocol had worked on the
master router, the tcpdump command and the Wireshark
application were used and the results are shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4.
The tcpdump test results showed that the master router had
successfully run the CARP protocol which was marked by the
advertisement transmitting process. In Fig. 4 it can be seen
that the master router runs CARP protocol version 2 with the
vhid, advbase, and advskew values on the master router equal
to 1.
The Wireshark recordings show router master
advertisement activities using the source address
192.168.100.1 and destination address 224.0.0.18 (MAC
address 01:00:5e:00:00:12). Address 224.0.0.18 was the
CARP protocol multicast address used by the master router to
communicate with redundancy members.
B. QoS Parameter Test Results
QoS parameters tests in the form of throughput, delay,
retransmission, and downtime were carried out in two
conditions, i.e. when the network was normal or without link
termination and when there was a link termination from the
client toward the master router.
Throughput measurement aimed to determine a network's
actual ability in sending data per unit time after the CARP
implementation. Throughput results measurements when
downloading the various file formats in a normal network and
when the link was terminated are shown in Table II.

Fig. 3 Tcpdump master router.
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Fig. 4 CARP protocol activities recorded on Wireshark.
TABLE II
THROUGHPUT MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Test
Number
1
2
3
4
5
Average

Without Link
Termination (Mbps)
PDF MKV ISO
61.68
48.3
49.3
65.6
45.4
51.1
57.88
61.4
80.2
61.81
74.6
67.4
48.62
77.2
75.2
59.1
61.4
64.6

With Link
Termination (Mbps)
PDF
MKV
ISO
9.8
13.2
26
12.5
12.1
23.4
12.9
27
30.1
13.5
11.7
30.9
9.1
14.9
22.9
11.56 15.78 26.66

In Table II it can be seen that measured throughput average
value without any link termination is 59.1 Mbps for PDF files,
61.4 Mbps for MKV files, and 64.6 Mbps for ISO files. While
the average throughput value when a link was terminated is
11.56 Mbps for PDF files, 15.78 Mbps for MKV files, and
26.66 Mbps for ISO files. The average throughput value for
the download process for the three file types is 61.7 Mbps
when there was no link termination and 18 Mbps when the
link was terminated. The data shows that there is a decline in
throughput value of up to 71% due to the link termination to
ISP 1.
Throughput value reduction was caused by data transfer
process cessation when a failover from master router to slave
router took a place. This condition could be the cause of
several data packets loss, so that when a normal network
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returned, a retransmission request occurred that resulting in an
increase in the retransmission value. In addition, the decrease
in throughput value was also caused by the data transmission
lines transfer from the path to ISP 1 which had large
bandwidth to ISP 2 with smaller bandwidth.
TABLE III
DELAY MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Test
Number
1
2
3
4
5
Average

Without Link
Termination (ms)
PDF MKV ISO
0.13
0.17
0.16
0.12
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.13
0.1
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.16
0.1
0.11
0.14
0.14
0.13

With Link
Termination (ms)
PDF MKV ISO
0.82
0.61
0.31
0.64
0.66
0.34
0.62
0.3
0.27
0.59
0.68
0.26
0.88
0.54
0.35
0.71
0.56
0.31

The next test was parameter delay measurement. Parameter
delay test aimed to determine average time delay between
transmitted data packets from internet to client. The results of
delay measurements are shown in Table III.
When file download by client was carried out without link
termination, the obtained average delay was 0.14 ms for PDF
file, 0.14 ms for MKV files, and 0.13 ms for ISO files, while
the file download was carried out when there was a link
termination the occurring delay was 0.71 ms for PDF files,
0.56 ms for MKV files, and 0.31 ms for ISO files. Average
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delay value when downloading songs for those file types was
0.14 ms without link termination and 0.53 ms with a link
termination. Based on these data, it could be seen that there
was an increase in the delay value when the link termination
took place. This happened because the link termination
resulted in a failover process so that the data transfer was
delayed. Nevertheless, the average delay value obtained from
measurements in both conditions was less than 150 ms, so that
based on the ITU-T G.114 standard it was still classified as
good quality.
The QoS parameter that was measured next was
retransmission. Retransmission measurements aimed to
determine packet percentage that experiencing retransmission
due to a failure in packets transmission and this mechanism
occurred in packets using TCP protocol. Retransmission value
measurements when downloading files from Google Drive
were obtained from Wireshark recordings using the
tcp.analysis.retransmission filter.
The retransmission process by the TCP protocol recorded
on Wireshark showed retransmission from the address
74.125.200.94 which was Google's server address to the
address 192.168.100.3 which was the client's IP address. The

Wireshark recordings are shown in Fig. 5, while the results of
retransmission measurements are shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
RETRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Test
Number
1
2
3
4
5
Average

Without Link
Termination (%)
PDF MKV ISO
1.2
1.7
1.8
1.3
1.4
1.6
1
1
0.20
0.3
0.2
1.5
1.7
1.8
1.4
1.1
1.22
1

With Link
Termination (%)
PDF MKV ISO
1.5
1.4
1.3
2.5
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.7
0.30
1.7
1.2
1.1
1.6
2.2
2
1.72
1.56
1.45

Based on Table IV, the average retransmission value when
downloading files without link termination was 1.1% for PDF
files, 1.22% for MKV files, and 1% for ISO files, while the
average retransmission value when downloading files with
link termination was 1.72% for PDF files, 1.56% for MKV
files, and 1.45% for ISO files. The average retransmission
value when downloading for these three file types was 1.11%
without link termination and 1.58% when a link was
terminated.

Fig. 5 TCP protocol retransmission.

Fig. 6 Failover process flowchart display.
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TABLE V
DOWNTIME VALUE MEASUREMENT

The condition

1
Master
1

Test Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average
Downtime
Desc.
Deadratio=1

2
Slave

1 100 1
5.72s (5 RTO)
6.08s (5 RTO)
5.64s (5 RTO)
6.22s (5 RTO)
6.45s (6 RTO)
6.28s (6 RTO)
6.30s (6 RTO)
6.00s (5 RTO)
5.69s (5 RTO)
5.82s (7 RTO)
6.02 s
Advskew

Fig. 7 Downtime value.

These results indicate that retransmission occurs either
during normal network conditions or without link termination
or when there is a link termination. In addition, the measured
percentage retransmission value when a link termination
occurs is greater than without the link termination. This is due
to the packets transmission from the complex internet network
to the client that allows transmission failure in the form of lost
or damaged packages, so that a retransmission process is
needed.
Next was measuring downtime value. Downtime values
were measured to determine the duration when the network
was down due to link termination to master router. When the
network was down, a failover process occurred from the
router master to the slave router so that the network could
normally run again. The process could be recorded via
Wireshark as shown in Fig. 6.
The amount of failover time was obtained from slave router
(new master) initial advertisement time minus master router
last advertisement time. Before the advertisement activity by
the new router master continued, the ARP protocol would
send broadcasts in an ARP gratuitous form. It was because
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Master

3
Slave

Master

Slave

0
1 1 1
4.23s (4 RTO)
5.16s (4 RTO)
5.09s (5 RTO)
5.16s (4 RTO)
5.16s (4 RTO)
4.21s (3 RTO)
5.15s (5 RTO)
5.16s (5 RTO)
5.15s (4 RTO)
5.15s (4 RTO)

0
1 1
1
3.05s (3 RTO)
2.86s (2 RTO)
2.84s (2 RTO)
2.76s (2 RTO)
2.68s (2 RTO)
3.15s (3 RTO)
2.51s (3 RTO)
3.00s (3 RTO)
3.16s (2 RTO)
3.07s (2 RTO)

4.96 s

2.91 s

Advbase

ARP gratuitous provided assistance in updating ARP table and
informed all devices within the network about a fact that the
slave router (new master) was virtual 192.168.100.254 IP
address holder and performed its task as a master router.
In addition, deadratio, advskew, and advbase values of the
CARP protocol on both routers were set to vary aimed to test
the caused effect on downtime values. The downtime values
measurement results are shown in Table V and the graphical
form is shown in Fig. 7.
Before CARP protocol was implemented in the network,
when link termination occurred, downtime in network could
not be determined and client could not access network
services for an indefinite period of time. After the CARP
protocol was implemented, the downtime value could be
minimized.
Based on the data in Table V, it can be seen that the
average downtime value in the first condition was 6.02 s, the
second condition was 4.96 s, and the third condition was 2.91
s. The lowest downtime value was obtained at condition 3,
which was when the advskew, advbase, and deadratio values
on the master router were equal to 0, 1, and 1, while the
advskew, advbase, and deadline values in slave routers were
all 1. Average downtime value reduction at condition 3 to 2.91
s was affected by the deadratio parameter = 1 so that it sped
up the failover time on the router. Basically, deadratio
parameter is length of time the slave router waits for the
master router to not respond until it is deemed unavailable.
The downtime value of 2.91 s obtained in this paper is
shorter than the downtime value in previous studies [5], [6].
V. CONCLUSION
The conclusion of this paper is that the CARP protocol
implementation was successfully implemented on the
constructed network. Based on the QoS parameters
measurement results, the obtained values of throughput, delay,
and retransmission are 61.7 Mbps, 0.14 ms, and 1.11%
without link termination and 18 Mbps, 0.53 ms, and 1.58%
when with link termination. The QoS test results are in the
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good quality category according to the ITU-T standard. It
shows that CARP implementation on the network can increase
network availability and reliability when there is a link
termination because failover process can take place shorter
with an average value of downtime of 2.91 seconds.
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